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1. Regulatory Requirements for Define-XML



1.Regulatory Requirements for Define-XML
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Ref(FDA): Study data technical conformance guide, 2021.3

Ref(NMPA): !"#$%&'()*+,-./2020.7



2. Define-XML Introduction



2.1 What is Define-XML
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Define-XML, a metadata standard used to describe any tabular 
dataset structure. The primary use case for Define-XML is to 
describe CDISC Study Data Tabulation Model (SDTM), Standard 
for Exchange of Nonclinical Data (SEND), and Analysis Data 
Model (ADaM) datasets for the purpose of submissions to 
regulatory authorities.   



2.2 Metadata
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Metadata

Artist: Vincent van Gogh
Title: Three Sunflowers
Objective Type: painting
Date: 1888
Medium: oil on canvas
Dimensions: Height: 73 cm; 

Width: 58 cm

Data



2.3 Metadata for Define-XML
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3. Variable-level Metadata



3.1 Null Dataset and Variable
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SDTM IG V3.3/3.2, section 3.2

SDTM IG V3.4



Define 
specification 

v2.1

SDTM MSG 
V2.0
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3.1 Null Dataset and Variable



Null 
dataset

Null 
variable
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3.1 Null Dataset and Variable



Derivations should be represented as human-readable descriptions or pseudocode as opposed to executable programming statements. 

X

√
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3.2 Variable Description



Variable derivation rule 

should not references to raw 

data variables. 

Notice
Ø The regulatory review team do 

not see your raw data
Ø Do NOT copy-paste ALL the 

info from your mapping spec 
into the define.xml

X

√
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3.2 Variable Description



Any variable in an ADaM dataset whose name is the same as an 
SDTM variable must be a copy of the SDTM variable, and its 
label, meaning, and values must not be modified. ADaM
adheres to a principle of harmonization known as "same name, 
same meaning, same values." However, to optimize file size, it is 
permissible that the length of the variables differ (e.g., trailing 
blanks may be removed).

Reference: ADAM-IG v1.3, section 3.1.1.1

X
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3.3 Variable – Name and Value
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3.4 Variable – Data Type



VAR1 VAR2 VAR3

NORMAL 12 12.7

ABNORMAL 183 2.55

123 -1756 199

Datatype
Length

SignificantDigits

Current pinnacle 21 bug for the length of float
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3.5 Variable – Length

https://www.pinnacle21.com/forum/length-and-significant-digit-typefloat-valuelevel-spec-sheet


4. Value-Level Metadata 



Standard Use:
SDTM Finding domains to provide definitions for Variables 
(e.g., --ORRES, --ORRESU, --STRESC, --STRESU) that are specific to 
each test code (value of –TESTCD)
ADaM BDS data 
Describes AVAL or AVALC in BDS data based on values of PARAMCD
SDTM SUPPQUAL dataset
Multiple Origins
Multiple Codelist Items (e.g. DSDECOD with CT of 
NCOMPLT/PROTMLST)

Data Type
Precision
Comments

Computational Methods
Important Results

Additional Use:
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4.1 When to Use VLM?
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4.1 When to Use VLM?



Value level 
length should 
<= variable 
level length
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4.2 Value-Level Length



It is common, that Value-Level Metadata DataType is different from the variable-level DataType. It does not violate the compatibility rule as some of the DataTypecan “include” other DataType
values.
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4.3 Value-Level Data Type

It is common, that Value-Level Metadata DataType is different from the variable-level DataType. It does not violate the compatibility rule as some of the DataType can “include” other DataType values.



Variable Level ≠ Value Level
Variable 

level should 
be null!
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4.4 Value-Level Origin



5. Origin



Origin is a metadata attribute defined for each dataset variable in the define 
document that refers to the source of a variable.
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5.1 Origin Definition
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5.1 Origin Definition



Data collected on the CRF
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5.2 Origin - Collected



Data received via external data transfer
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5.2 Origin - Collected



Data are not directly collected on the CRF but are calculated by an algorithm or 
reproducible rule, which is dependent upon other data values.
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5.3 Origin - Derived



Coded terms supplied as part of a coding process 
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5.4 Origin - Assigned



Values set independently of any subject-related data value in order to complete a dataset
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5.4 Origin - Assigned



Data that is defined as part of the study protocol, investigator instructions, standard operating 
procedures or trial design preparation.
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5.5 Origin - Protocol



An entry that is copied from a variable in another dataset. The description child element 
identified the dataset and variable that is copies.
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5.6 Origin - Predecessor



In TA, the values are mapped from Protocol
Origin should be Protocol

In other datasets, the EPOCH values are derived based on the element start date and end date
Origin should be Derived
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5.7 Origin for the Same Variable May Differ



Common practice has been that if a variable is annotated on the CRF, it has to have an origin of "Collected". However, 
there are scenarios where additional annotations, for variables which are not considered "Collected", could help to clarify 
the data collection to a reviewer.
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5.8 Collected or Assigned?



6. Codelist



Controlled terminology should be displayed for variables that have CDISC controlled terminology per 
SDTM IG/ADaM IG.

X
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6. Codelist



For variables with CDISC codelist, should firstly check whether the value can map to a 
standard codelist, codelist only can be extended when no standard synonym.

X
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6. Codelist



The complete set of values relevant to the study must be provided regardless of whether they 
are referenced within the study data.

X
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6. Codelist



When a domain or dataset specification includes a codelist for a variable, not every value in that codelist may have been 
part of planned data collection; only values that were part of planned data collection should be included in the define.xml 
document. 

X

√
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6. Codelist



When a domain or dataset specification includes a codelist for a variable, not every value in that codelist may have been 
part of planned data collection; only values that were part of planned data collection should be included in the define.xml 
document. 
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6. Codelist



For cases where the Define-XML includes multiple sponsor-defined subsets of parent CDISC Controlled Terminology 
Codelist, the Name attribute of the subset Codelist element should begin with the Name of parent Codelist.
The CodeList Name must be unique within the set of Codelist elements.
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6. Codelist



When variables have the same list of allowed values and same meaning across different domains, they are 
united into one codelist.
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6. Codelist



Sponsor-specific controlled terminology is recommended. Codelist usually be provided for variables and 
value-level definitions which have a predefined and finite set of categorical allowable values, free-text fields 
should not use codelist.

X
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6. Codelist



Sponsor-specific controlled terminology is recommended. Codelist usually be provided for variables and 
value-level definitions which have a predefined and finite set of categorical allowable values, free-text fields 
should not use codelist.

√
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6. Codelist



ADaM Codelist
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6. Codelist

Ref: ADaM MSG v1.0



• PHUSE, Define-XML+Version+2.0+Completion+Guidelines

• CDISC, CDISC Define-XML Specification Version 2.1

• CDISC, SDTM IG V3.4

• CDISC, SDTM MSG V2.0

• CDISC, ADAM MSG V1.0

• FDA, STUDY DATA TECHNICAL CONFORMANCE GUIDE v5.0

• FDA, FDA Validator Rules v1.6
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Reference

https://phuse.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/Deliverables/Optimizing+the+Use+of+Data+Standards/Define-XML+Version+2.0+Completion+Guidelines.pdf
https://www.cdisc.org/standards/foundational/define-xml/define-xml-v2-1
https://www.cdisc.org/standards/foundational/sdtmig/sdtmig-v3-4
https://www.cdisc.org/standards/foundational/sdtm/sdtm-metadata-submission-guidelines-v2-0
https://www.cdisc.org/standards/foundational/adam/adam-metadata-submission-guidelines-v1-0
https://www.fda.gov/regulatory-information/search-fda-guidance-documents/study-data-technical-conformance-guide-technical-specifications-document
https://www.fda.gov/media/103587/download


Thank You!


